TWINKLE TOES by group of four or more
(Group A, divided in two)
New shoes, new shoes, how you hurt / When I wear you in the dirt
I wish I could go bare-toed / Feel the Earth and grass fresh-mowed
New shoes, new shoes, how you hurt / When I wear you in the dirt
Scuffy and outgrown, Scuffy and outgrown / My old favorites need a new home
Laces are frayed and tied in knots /The bottoms have holes and my toes stick out
Scuffy and outgrown, Scuffy and outgrown / My old favorites need a new home

CITY OF STARS by group of four or more
(Group B, divided in two)
Heartbreak, pink hair, toes in the sand / Colors of the children, stop sign hand
Gulls in the water, cool breezes and / Forgetting all about him, ain’t that grand
Heartbreak, pink hair, toes in the sand / Colors of the children, stop sign hand
Driving to LA, driving to LA / Family gathering with granddaughters
New shoes off and new pink hair / Toes in the sand and gulls in the air
Driving to LA, driving to LA / Family gathering with granddaughters

LEARN by Sarita Cooper
(2 parts in harmony, Sarita or Laura speaks over ooh: Brené Brown quote?)
Learn something new every day
Live something new a new way
SILENCE by Mimi Kusch
(3 parts in harmony, Mimi speaks over ooh)
If silence is bitter, then change yourself to song
If silence is bitter, then change yourself to song
LETTING GO by Mimi Hampton
(3 parts in harmony, multiple voices over ooh)
Letting go, letting go; Life is letting go
Owls hoot, letting go; Night sky, all is well
FEAR by Laura Sandage
A part (low/T and high/A)
Fear –(Fear) is excitement without the breath, without the breath

B part/Bass
Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all, nothing at all, nothing at
all
B part/Soprano
Life is a daring adven-ture or nothing, or no-othing
SUNNY WISH MEDLEY by Blayney Breckenridge, Astrid Exel, Maddy
Wheeler, Corey Bock (order= 123231)
(in two harmony parts, and as a two-part round)
1. As you wish, it will be; as you hope, you can see
2. Everything is sunny (3x), su-u-u-unny.
3. Into each life, a little rain must fall/ Only the sun can make the shadows
fall.
CHANGE by Doreen Pichotti
A part
If you want to change, you’re gonna (x) have to change
If you want to cha-ange, you’re gonna have to change
B part
Step outside of your comfort zone
Where it goes no one knows
Always remember you're never alone
Just let go, let it all flow
-Worries and fears are only illusions
Truth will always set you free
Step by step it's an evolution
Trust in yourself, you will see
C part
Change your _____, Change your _____ (3x)
Change your ______ and your _____ will change.
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